Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains and our officers, directors and employees may make “forward-looking
statements” within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995, with respect to GreenLight’s future operations, scientific developments or financial
results. These forward-looking statements generally are identified by the words “aim to”, “believe,”
“project,” "target", "potential", “expect,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “intend,” “strategy,” “future,”
“opportunity,” “plan,” “may,” “should,” “will,” “would,” “will be,” “will continue,” “will likely result” and
similar expressions. Many factors could cause actual future events to differ materially from the forward looking statements in this presentation, including the evolution of the Covid-19 pandemic, the
acceptance of RNA-based technologies by regulators and the public, our ability to raise and
productively deploy capital and the rate and which we can successfully bring products to market.
Readers are cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements GreenLight assumes
no obligation to update or revise these forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise. For additional information on GreenLight and potential risks
associated with investing, please see our public filings at
https://www.sec.gov/edgar/browse/?CIK=1822691&owner=exclude.
This presentation contains references to other entities which are not intended to imply
any endorsement or sponsorship of the Company by those entities.
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GreenLight at work
ROCHESTER, NY

WOBURN, MA

SEVILLE, SPAIN

Pilot plant for our agriculture
products. Will also support initial
commercialization of earliest
products once approved

Human health discovery,
research, clinical development

Field research station to accelerate
transition of research and discovery
compounds

MAINE

PORTUGAL

VERMONT

NEW HAMPSHIRE

SPAIN

MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK
RHODE ISLAND

MICHIGAN

CONNECTICUT

RESEARCH TRIANGLE
PARK, NC

MEDFORD, MA
• Corporate

PENNSYLVANIA
NEW JERSEY

OHIO

MARYLAND

Plant healthINDIANA
discovery, research,
field development, regulatory,MARYLAND
product development

DELAWARE

• Platform Technology
(bioinformatics, RNA
production technology,
sample production)
• CMC

VIRGINIA
KENTUCKY

Our mRNA Covid vaccine candidate
will be manufactured at commercial
scale by Samsung Biologics

NORTH CAROLINA

TENNESSEE

SOUTH
CAROLINA

INCHEON, SOUTH KOREA

LEXINGTON, MA
• State-of the-art RNA facility

ALABAMA

GEORGIA
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• Relocating CMC team and
early phase GMP clean room
in summer 2022

SOUTH
KOREA
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One tool for One Health:
Healthy people and planet through RNA innovation

Exceptional team with diverse public company expertise
Our management team has a proven track record of success

15
Andrey J. Zarur
Ph.D CEO

Susan Keefe
MBA CFO

Carole Cobb
MBA COO

Amin Khan
Ph.D Chief
Scientific Officer,
Human Health

Mark Singleton
Ph.D CCO & GM,
Plant Health

Companies
founded

8

Companies
taken public

100+
Drew Cunningham
Ph.D CTO

Charu Manocha
MBA CPO
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Marta Ortega-Valle
MBA CBO
Human Health

Thomas Crampton
SVP & Head of
Corporate Affairs

David Kennedy
General Counsel

Years of public
company
experience
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Our largest challenges are inextricably linked
GreenLight offers global, targeted, environmentally-sound solutions

Intense population growth
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Threatened food security

Pandemics
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Food security and climate change
We need new modes of action to efficiently control pests while respecting the environment

The problem

1.2

billion tons
of food is lost on farms

40%

of food loss
is due to plant pathogens
(30%) and pests (10%)

The dsRNA advantage

contributing to

2.2

New mode of action that seeks to
increase food productivity while
respecting the environment

Gtons of GHG

equivalent to

800

Targeted and biodegradable

million people
could be fed

Sources: World Wildlife Fund - UK (2021); Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (2019)
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Global health and climate change
We need better tools to improve global health outcomes

The problem

Pandemics are
happening
more often

Limited access
to vaccinations
and therapeutics
innovation in
LMICs

The mRNA advantage

3x

Rapid lead identification and iteration

increase infectious disease
outbreaks (1980 to 2010)

Low- and middleincome countries:

1.84 B

remain unvaccinated
against Covid

Smaller footprint, lower capital costs, higher
productivity per volume compared to other
technology platforms

Sources: Baker et al. Nature Reviews in Microbiology (2022); Our World in Data (December 2021).
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Platform to support RNA design, development, and manufacturing
Proprietary plant health process creates economies of skill; human health pipeline uses separate manufacturing process
Regulatory
Approval

dsRNA
design optimization
via greenhouse testing
Bioinformatics
for agriculture

Regulatory trials
Lead selection;
field trials

Commercialization

Agriculture: Manufacturing platform for plant and
animal health products at large scale

Manufacturing
of R&D materials
Molecule design
for human health

mRNA
design optimization
via preclinical testing

Candidate
selection;
toxicology

Human Health: cGMP manufacturing platform
for vaccines and therapeutics at large scale

Clinical trials

Commercialization
Regulatory
Approval
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Product innovation is not enough: Must own manufacturing
In addition to product innovation, owning manufacturing innovation provides acceleration and control
Protein/Peptide

Technical innovation

Manufacturing
innovation

Year founded

Interchangeable
components

Nanofabrication

Humanization of
antibodies
(acquired from
Immunex)

DNA

AAV delivery vectors &
proprietary payloads
(acquired from various
biotech firms)

RNA

dsRNA and
mRNA proprietary
solutions

Moving
assembly line

Automated metrology

Standardized
CHO platform

Scaled-up
TTT process

Large-scale
integrated
manufacturing, cell
free bioprocessing

1903

1968

1980

1996

2008

©©2022
2022 GreenLight
ConfidentialBiosciences.
Information All rights reserved.
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Plant and animal health

©©2022
2022 GreenLight
ConfidentialBiosciences.
Information All rights reserved.
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GreenLight is targeting some of food security’s greatest challenges
Our global product portfolio can address key food and agriculture industry concerns

By 2050

32%
increase in population

By 2026
Botrytis (2025)

Pollinator (2024)

Fusarium (2025)

Most fruit and vegetables

Bee hives

Wheat

Product launches

70%
increase in food
production needed

7
Two-spotted
spider mite (2026)

Powdery Mildew
(2025)

Most fruit and
vegetables

Grapes

Colorado potato
beetle (2022)
Potatoes

Diamondback
moth (2025)

$6B
2026E Addressable
markets

Cabbage

Dates denote anticipated launch date
Sources: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
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Case study: GreenLight is working to help beekeepers

Protect honeybees
Proprietary solution testing in field trials; EPA submission planned this year
The problem: Honeybee colonies in the United States alone contribute to pollinating more than 100 crops annually worth an
estimated $15 billion**. But these colonies have been significantly threatened and diminished in the last decade or so by the
Varroa destructor mite, which beekeepers worldwide say is the number one threat and can decimate whole colonies rapidly.

The solution:

Targeting Varroa mites

Field results compared to a
leading chemical control*

• GreenLight acquired Bayer’s topical RNA
intellectual property portfolio, which
includes bee-health assets
• We combined that with our technology to
develop an RNA-based treatment to
combat the parasitic mites
• We plan to launch it in 2024

**Source: United States Department of Agriculture
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Case study: GreenLight is working to help farmers

Protect potatoes
RNA solution using foliar application; expected EPA approval this year
The problem: Colorado potato beetle causes more than $500 million of damage a year and develops rapid resistance.
The solution:
Calantha

TM

• On track to be cost competitive to other
premium solutions
• Compatible with farmers’ standard
operating procedures

Potato fields protected in 2020 field trials
Untreated, 30 days

9.9 g of GreenLight
RNA per hectare

• Low risk for operators and consumers

• Low to no detectable residue

© 2022 GreenLight Biosciences. All rights reserved.
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Case study: GreenLight is working to help farmers

Reduce crop loss caused by fungal pathogens
The problem: Fungal pathogens account for 30% of crop losses globally–enough to feed 600 million people**.
Botrytis cinerea

The solution:

• Causes disease in more
than 80% of crops grown
worldwide

Current strategies involve frequent spraying of these crops with traditional
chemical-based pesticides, leaving significant residues.

• It can result in up to 30%
yield loss

• Attacks food both in the
field as well as after
harvest
• Victims of botrytis include
soft fruit such as
strawberries and grapes,
as well as onions,
tomatoes, sweet potatoes,
and other food crops

Source: Fisher, M. et al. Nature (2012)
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GreenLight is developing an RNA anti-fungal solution that has
undergone initial field trials in the U.S. and Europe.
The results show a reduction in disease severity compared to untreated
plants. After further tests, we anticipate this product will be available inseason in 2025.
Untreated check

RNA solution

**Source: Science, 2018
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Rapid discovery helps address emerging climate-driven farmer pain points
Pipeline stretches from protecting honeybees to fresh produce and large-scale crops, a $6bn addressable market

Program

Collaborator

Discovery
& lab studies

Greenhouse
trials

Confirmatory
trials

POC field trials

Regulatory
submission

Launch
year

TAM($M)

Colorado Potato Beetle

2022

$350

Varroa Mite

2024

$290

Botrytis

2025

$1,200

Powdery Mildew

*

Diamondback Moth

2025

$1,400

2025

$890

Fusarium

*

2025

$950

Two Spotted Spider Mite

*

2026

$1,100

Total

$6bn
*In negotiations on R&D collaboration with major agribusiness(es)

© 2022 GreenLight Biosciences. All rights reserved.
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Human health

©©2022
2022 GreenLight
ConfidentialBiosciences.
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GreenLight is targeting global human health challenges
mRNA design flexibility coupled with our production capability can enable rapid development of vaccines and therapies

Gene
Therapy
(SCD)
Funder

Shingles

1

3

Gene therapy
program

Vaccine
programs

$36B
pre-Covid vaccine
market + gene
therapy market (*)

GreenLight Human Health pipeline
progression
• CTA submitted in April 2022 for Phase 1
clinical study of Covid booster in South
Africa

Covid

Influenza

Clinical trial
H1 2022

• Partnership with Serum institute of India for
shingles vaccine
• Partnership with Samsung Biologics for
mRNA manufacturing
• Commercial mRNA manufacturing
engineering runs scheduled in 2022

Dates denote anticipated clinical development start date

(*) Sources: World Health Organization and MI4A, "Global Vaccine Market Report," (2020); Grandview Research: “Gene Therapy Ma rket Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report, 2021 – 2028”

©©2022
2022 GreenLight
ConfidentialBiosciences.
Information All rights reserved.
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Case study:

COVID vaccines for the rest of the world
The world needs more timely and accessible vaccines and therapeutics
GreenLight has designs for modular integrated
manufacturing for deployment where appropriate

250-500 million
doses per year per line

Modular GMP
manufacturing units can
be set up within existing
facilities and
are designed for quick
setup and production to
enable scaling globally

CTA submitted in April 2022 for Phase 1 clinical
study in South Africa
Pre- vs. Post-Boost Mouse Neutralizing Antibodies
GreenLight candidates induced humoral responses
exceeding WHO standard

Basic manufacturing space

© 2022 GreenLight Biosciences. All rights reserved.
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Case study:

Genetic disorders
GreenLight is building the tools to enable mRNA-mediated gene therapy
The problem: LMICs are excluded from
gene-therapy innovation development
Of 179 recruiting or near-recruiting clinical trials for gene
therapies, only:
• 2 trials were open in Africa
• 3 in South America
• 1 in South-East Asia

The solution:
GreenLight gene-therapy
architecture is working to target
solutions that:
• Enable modification of nondividing
cells
• Do not require viral vectors
• Are delivered direct to the patient
• Can be manufactured at scale at or
near site of use

Africa

South America

South-East Asia

Approved gene-therapy treatments cost
between $373K to $2.1M USD, making
them inaccessible to LMICs

Sources: Cornetta, K. et al. Mol Ther (2018); Adair, J. E.., et al. Gene Ther (2021)

© 2022 GreenLight Biosciences. All rights reserved.
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Case study:

Gene therapy for sickle cell disease
GreenLight is building tools to enable mRNA-mediated gene therapy

The problem:

The solution:

Sickle cell disease has no
cure and is prevalent in
people of African and Middle
Eastern descent. Current
treatment regimens are
costly, invasive, and
impractical for treating large
segments of affected patient
populations, especially in lowincome countries.

GreenLight gene-therapy
architecture targets potential
solutions that:
• Can edit dividing and nondividing
cells

Two classes of RNA molecules with distinct purposes
Potential mechanism for our gene therapy architecture
RNA-encoded instructions

Target specific vehicle
Target

• Do not require viral vectors

• Achieves long-lasting effect

Long lived expression
of integrated gene

2. DNA creation

• Are delivered direct to the patient

RT
p51

• Can be manufactured at scale

Cell
Nucleus

RT
p66

Genome
destined DNA

1. Tool creation
RT
p51

3. Insertion
IN

RT
p66

IN

Ribosome
Sources: G. J. Kato., Nature Reviews Disease Primers (2018)
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Case study:

Shingles vaccine, a global addressable market of $5bn
GreenLight is designing a messenger RNA vaccine for shingles for Serum Institute of India

The problem:

95%
of individuals globally older than 50 years of age
have prior exposure to the virus that causes
shingles

50%
is the lifetime risk of developing shingles for
individuals who live to 85 years old without
vaccination

The solution:
The world’s largest vaccine manufacturer, Serum Institute of India, chose
GreenLight as its partner for Serum’s first mRNA vaccine, targeting shingles.
GreenLight will:

• work to discover and design a messenger RNA-based
vaccine candidate
• transfer its existing clinical-scale manufacturing process
to Serum Institute’s facility in India
Serum will take on:
• clinical development and manufacturing
• commercialization in emerging markets, including Africa, Latin America,
the Middle East, and much of Asia

Source: Morningstar Equity Research, Jan 2022; Pan, C. X., et al. Ther Adv Vaccines Immunother (2022)
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An expanding Human Health pipeline
Our design and manufacturing capabilities enable development of vaccines and therapies
Application

Program

Vaccine

SARS-CoV2
(Covid-19)

Vaccine

Seasonal
influenza

Vaccine

Shingles

Collaborator

Early
pre-clinical

Pre-clinical

Toxicity

Clinical Development
Phase 1 | Phase 2 | Phase 3

Academic
Partner

Serum Institute
of India

Antibody
therapy

Antibody
(Undisclosed)

Academic
Partner

Gene therapy

Sickle Cell
Disease

(Funder)
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World-leading partnerships
By working together from the beginning of the research and development process, we serve the medical needs of low- and
middle-income countries and ensure local needs are addressed
• Serum Institute of India has engaged us to design
three messenger RNA products, including a vaccine
for shingles, with an option for two additional vaccine
or therapeutic targets aimed at accelerating
accessibility in emerging markets.

Funder

• Samsung Biologics will manufacture our messenger
RNA Covid-19 vaccine candidate at a commercial
scale.
Hart Honey Farms

•

IAVI, a nonprofit scientific research organization, will
advance our messenger RNA Covid-19 vaccine
candidate in a Phase I clinical trial with research
partners in sub-Saharan Africa.

• Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation milestone to
develop a gene therapy for treatment of sickle cell
anemia was achieved in 2021 and we are moving to
the next phase of gene-therapy research.

© 2022 GreenLight Biosciences. All rights reserved.
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Promoting sustainable food systems and good health is core to our mission
We are committed to ESG responsibilities and to measuring our impact
As a public benefit corporation, we are structured and governed to focus on our community, employees, partners, and society generally, as well
as shareholders. We aim to promote food safety and good health through RNA.
Underlying everything we do as a publicly traded public benefit corporation is a commitment to Environmental, Social, and Governance
responsibilities.
GreenLight supports the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Our business model aims to improve lives across all geographies.

Source: SDGs, United Nations

© 2022 GreenLight Biosciences. All rights reserved.
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Join GreenLight’s journey
Diversified RNA-based
pipeline with 7
agricultural product
launches between
2022 and 2026

Expected 2022 EPA
approval for foliarapplied RNA pesticide,
protecting against
Colorado potato beetle

Preparing for Covid-19
vaccine Phase 1
clinical trial in South
Africa

Manufacturing plant
producing agricultural
RNA at 500 kg per
year and growing.*

Manufacturing
technology that enables
the cost of RNA active
ingredient for agriculture
at a commercial-scale
plant to be less than
$1/gram

Samsung Biologics
will manufacture our
messenger RNA
Covid-19 vaccine
candidate at a
commercial scale

*500 kg is sufficient to treat more than 50,000 hectares of potato fields at our current field trial dosage of 9.9 g/hectare of CalanthaTM.
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Thank you
20220614

